Return Maya Cosmic Masters.
Part 46 – 2011.
Session of 29 August 2011 – recorded – English translation - Original French.
Place : M. V. at Keerbergen in Belgium.
Present and Transmitted by Kathy
Visitors: Malvantra and Maltucia Melchizedek
Malvantra spoke after 1h10min

Total time meditation: 1h35min

Malvantra here: Hello, this session concerns the second part of your trip.
We decided to not do Paris.
CARNAC Stones- France

Giant Menhir Light Anchor

When you return from Germany and you will be in the region of Carnac,
you will create a Light Anchor around the “Giant Menhir of 6m high ". Do
this with the people available there.
You will create this Light anchor whilst leaving the Menhir at the center of
the anchor. You can make it to its height or smaller, it has no importance.
We place especially that anchor out there because it is a tourist place
where many people pass by and touch this menhir. The souls that are
there for hundreds of thousands of years may also be released through
this anchor as its light will attract them.
You may also create a Light anchor Merkabah at the house of the person
where you will be staying where he feels best to meditate around it if that
is his desire.
ORADOUR SUR GLANE – 13 septembre 2011 (Limousin) France
When you have completed the Carnac region you will reunite in the village
which was destroyed in 1944 by the SS and called Oradour-sur-Glane.

You will create 2 Light Anchors there:
-

One in the Church where they killed the women and children of the
village which can be considered as a human sacrifice to feed the
dark energy grid.

-

Another on the central square where they gathered and killed the
men of the village. You can easily find these places on site or on the
internet where this information is available

After each creation you will use the anchor to get rid of the dark energy
and ask all human souls, the celestials and other life forms to follow this
Light to continue their path of ascension and evolution according to the
plans of Christ Michael and the Universal Father and not according to the
plans of Caligastia and Lucifer.
TULLE (Limousin) France
1) In a central square of Tulle you will create a Light anchor where
there were a lot of people hanged and killed in the same period
by the SS to feed this network of dark energy. When it is created
you will use it the same way as in Oradour.

Tulle Light Anchor.
2) You need to find the place where to retrieve data and this will be
more difficult. We must try to guide you on the spot but it is
located in the city Centre. Do first some research and if you can't
find it we will guide you on the spot. Once you've found the

place, you will put yourselves if possible in a circle and go in
meditation until the data has been transmitted and stored.
Nous essayons de montrer à la petite un genre de monument en
cercle, une ancienne fontaine où les gens venaient s’abreuvoir dans
les anciens temps. Il y avait une ancienne source là et probablement
il y aura encore des indications que cet endroit est béni ou que cette
eau est bénite. Vous trouverez sur place, on vous guidera. (Note
Kathy Février 2014 : c’était derrière l’Hôtel de Ville de Tulle où il y a un parc. Ils
ont dû nous diriger.)

We try to show this little girl a kind of circular monument, an ancient
fountain where people came to drink in ancient times. There was an
ancient source and probably there are still indications that this place
is blessed or that the water is blessed. You will find on-site, we will
guide you. (Note Kathy February 2014: it was behind the city Hall of Tulle
where there's a park. They had to guide us.).

Tulle retrieving data.

CARCASSONNE France

Carcassone

You will create an anchor on the most central square of the old town of
Carcassonne and you will use it the same way as all other anchors after
you created them. You sweep it over the entire Cathar country and you
say that it is to destroy the dark energy and ask the human souls, the
celestials and the Life forms created by Lucifer and Caligastia and the
other Life forms that remained blocked there to follow the Light of this
anchor to continue their path of ascension and evolution according to the
plans of Christ Michael and the Universal Father and not those of
Caligastia and Lucifer.
It is very important to clarify this because there is a big difference
between the two plans and it is important to make this clear to them.
They know Caligastia and Lucifer, they know less Christ Michael and the
Universal Father. It is against Christ Michael and the Universal Father that
Lucifer and Caligastia acted in their disturbed, sick, power-hungry and
crazy minds. You would name them schizophrenic psychopaths in your
psychiatric mental health nursing and this is what happened, it is what
they all became. Something in their heads flipped due to their arrogance
and pride.
MONTSEGUR – France

Little monument with Light Anchor

Castle of Montsegur.

You will go where there is a small monument which commemorates the
stake where 250 Cathars were burned alive. Many people have been

burned in the vicinity. You will create an anchor and you will do the same
as with the others.
GROTTES DE GARGAS – France

You can compare these caves to the ATM caves in Belize. For a long time
they have been used sometimes for the good and other times to make
sacrifices of children and young girls to feed the network of dark energy
and therefore both are present. There you will be asked to create another
“MEMORIAL in commemoration of the end of the Rebellion”.
You will create in the cave
Three Light Anchors:
One Light Anchor for The Universal Father.
One Light Anchor for The Eternal Son-Mother.
One Light Anchor for Mother- Infinite Spirit.
Each time you have created one you will use it to destroy the dark energy
and you ask human souls, celestials and other Life forms to follow the
Light of this anchor to follow their path of evolution and ascension towards
the Universal Father according to the Plans of Christ Michael and the
Universal Father and not according to those of Lucifer and Caligastia.
There is a network of dark energy that surrounds Earth and there is one
which crosses through the interior of the planet in caves and which has
been maintained by human sacrifice. Pay attention to the rumors of

Satanism and Lucifer in these regions because there are still people in this
region who do this kind of rites in brothels, in cellars, in caves of which
you cannot see the access.
By making a MEMORIAL in this place and using these Light anchors only
once, you will break this second dark network within the Earth. {Note
Kathy: we are not allowed to use the Light anchors of a Memorial afterwards, only once
when we create them.}

The “first Memorial” and everything that has already been done in Central
America to destroy the networks during the last months have already
produced good results. We expect the same will happen here, maybe even
better.
HENDAYE- France

You are allowed to create a Light anchor in the garden of the house of
your friends. Use it the same way as the others and sweep it over the
French Basque country to destroy the dark energy and ask for human
souls, celestial and other forms of life to follow the Light of this anchor to
continue their path of ascension and evolution according to the plans of
Christ Michael and the Universal Father and not according to the plans of
Lucifer and Caligastia.
We will make this anchor strong enough so that it will be a huge beacon of
Light for the French Basque country.

SAN SEBASTIAN Spain
Note Kathy February 2014: here I had to find a village where there was a center or
office of the E.T.A., a Separatist Basque Spanish organization which made many bomb
attacks in the past. Only I couldn't find anything on the internet, but nothing... they told
me to go through San Sebastian where they would guide me to the place. When we
drove I first thought that we had to go in the center of San Sebastian but we could not
get off the highway, so we stopped somewhere after San Sebastian and I asked advice.
They told me to continue another 10 min, that it was not far anymore. We were with 3
cars and 5 people, it was evening and we were all tired.
Suddenly two people came to us asking what we were looking for and as it was so late
we asked them where there were hotels near the sea. They told us to continue to Zarautz
only 10 min drive from there - just a little further, as by coincidence. We ended up
finding a hotel for 5 persons in Zarautz around a square with a kiosk and it was only the
next day that I saw the large sign on a house around that square: “You are in the Basque
country, this is neither Spain nor France” with their political office on the first floor. The
celestials succeeded in having us exactly where we had to be... incredible but true.

Hotel in Zarautz

Office of Basque separatisme.

GUERNICA and DURANGO in Spain (Basque country)
There you will go to the central squares of the destroyed sites and we'll let
you feel the places where it is best to create the Light anchors. You will
use them as the previous ones for the Spanish Basque country. These two
cities were bombed during the Spanish civil war by the Germans (in
1937).

Guernica

Durango.

HUETE Espagne
If you have the time to do a meditation during your trips we could give
you more details of the exact spot. Otherwise we will try to show you an
image where you need to go to retrieve the data that has been stored
there for thousands of years. Document you about the place and its
environment and we'll give signs on your C6 and C7 and pressures on
your head when you are in the right place. You will put you there in
meditation and when the meditation is complete you will have stored the
necessary data.
You can also create an anchor on the central square of the city and use it
like the other ones.

Data retrieving almost on top mountain

center city Huete.

After that your work will be completed and you can continue your
vacation.
Thank you my children, you did all a good job and I know you will
continue to do so. Thank you and I thank also those who will accompany
you for part of your trip in France.
Goodbye my children, thank you very much and we are all there near you
but that you know by now. Thank you and goodbye.
Maltucia: I come to encourage you. Normally Europe is not my field; I
am more located in the region of the Americas. Because you do not know
our brothers on the spot and that we don’t want to complicate your life, I
will stay with you as will Malvantra to give you the feeling you are with
your (tontons)-Melchizedek family. Goodbye my friends and I wish you
much success. Good bye.
END.
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